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August/2019 Braindump2go 200-401 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following are some 200-401 Real
Exam Questions:1.|2019 Braindump2go New 200-401 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) Instant
Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/200-401.html2.|2019 Braindump2go New 200-401 Exam Questions & Answers Instant
Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16rtIwaRkOqce9XXlpnkC6VFLgFJddkGf?usp=sharingQUESTION 23What does
the Cisco PSIRT issue for significant security issues that directly involve Cisco products and require an upgrade, fix, or other
customer action?A. Cisco Security AdvisoriesB. Cisco Security ResponsesC. Cisco Security NoticesD. Cisco Security
BulletinsAnswer: AQUESTION 24What is a reason to use privileged EXEC mode on an industrial switch?A. to verify commands
that you have enteredB. to change terminal settingsC. to configure VLAN parameterD. to configure parameters that apply to
the entire switchAnswer: AQUESTION 25Which two commands can help you to determine what image is running on your
industrial switch? (Choose two.)A. show versionB. show spanning-treeC. show interface-switchD. show interfaces
gigabitEthernet x/y switchportE. show licenseAnswer: AEQUESTION 26Which parameter would you tune to affect the selection
of a static route as a backup, when a dynamic protocol is also being used?A. hop countB. administrative distanceC. link
bandwidthD. link delayE. link costAnswer: BQUESTION 27What is a characteristic of cables that are used in articulating
equipment arms?A. fiber-optic zip-cord constructionB. shielded copper twisted pairC. high flex rated cableD. type PLTC
cableAnswer: CQUESTION 28Which protocol is a secure alternative to Telnet?A. SSHB. FTPC. SMTPD. SNMPE.
HTTPAnswer: AQUESTION 29What is the function of the command switchport trunk native vlan 999 on a Cisco Catalyst
switch?A. It creates a VLAN 999 interface.B. It designates VLAN 999 for untagged traffic.C. It blocks VLAN 999 traffic from
passing on the trunk.D. It designates VLAN 999 as the default for all unknown tagged traffic.Answer: BQUESTION 30Which of
the following are benefits of VLANs? (Choose three.)A. They increase the size of collision domains.B. They allow logical
grouping of users by function.C. They can enhance network security.D. They increase the size of broadcast domains while
decreasing the number of collision domains.E. They increase the number of broadcast domains while decreasing the size of the
broadcast domains.F. They simplify switch administration.Answer: BCEQUESTION 31What does a Layer 2 switch use to decide
where to forward a received frame?A. source MAC addressB. source IP addressC. source switch portD. destination IP
addressE. destination port addressF. destination MAC addressAnswer: FQUESTION 32Refer to the exhibit. Which port should
a PLC with IP address 192.168.3.65 be plugged into in order to communicate to the rest of the network? A. FastEthernet1/1B.
FastEthernet1/2C. FastEthernet1/3D. FastEthernet1/4E. FastEthernet1/5Answer: CQUESTION 33Refer to the exhibit. What
are three traffic and interconnection requirements for the devices in the exhibit? (Choose three.) A. The EtherNet/IP drive
connections are in a high-voltage area and need protection from electromagnetic noise, so shielded cable that is rated for 600 V is
advised.B. EtherNet/IP devices such as the controller, drive, VoIP phone, and IP camera should be in the same VLAN.C. CIP
traffic has the highest bandwidth requirement so it needs the highest QoS setting.D. EtherNet/IP drive traffic has high sensitivity to
random drops, latency, and jitter.E. Real-time motion control and VoIP traffic can share the same VLAN with the proper QoS
setting.F. IEEE1588 and PTP are important for ensuring real-time synchronization.Answer: ADF!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2019
Braindump2go New 200-401 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) Instant Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/200-401.html2.|2019
Braindump2go New 200-401 Study Guide Video Instant Download: YouTube Video: YouTube.com/watch?v=UcWkBIvzAns
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